
 
OAKLANDS SURGERY FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST RESULTS JULY 2019 

 

How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment? 

Comments 

"The Dr's are great but the wait for a routine appointment is not" "My chosen GP is excellent. The practice as a whole is staffed by friendly helpful people. When I hear of 

some other folks experiences at other practices I am extremely grateful to be where I am!"  "Friendly staff"  "Always friendly and helpful on the reception On time 

with the appointment and the doctor was Very helpful I could not fault anything today."  "Trudy the Nurse at Oakland Surgery on Canvey Island is very professional and 

friendly”.  "GP was understanding, polite and explained clearly what was required"  "On time a very good service and well look after" "Julie is always 

very nice and listens to what you say and then acts accordingly, she is very thorough well satisfied" "The nurse was good. Very helpful" "On time very good service"

 "Staff always polite and helpful"  "Pleasant staff, seen quickly, Dr had a good bedside manner" "Basically a good service with a doctor who actually listens."

 "Good appointment with the GP this morning" "Always been very helpful" "The doctors at the practice are so helpful. As are the prescription clerks and reception 

staff. I have seen several nurses and doctors and wouldn’t change my surgery. Dr Ramjan has been helping me recently and he’s been fantastic, a pleasure to see him." 

 "Very professional and very helpful" "Takes to long to get a follow up appointment for something I think is important" "Very professional with expert 

knowledge"  "Easier to book appointments"  "Good surgery but like many other surgeries it can be very hard getting appointments. Usually a 3-4 week wait." 

 "Holiday jabs excellent service and advice and it was free" "Richard is always excellent and take time to check everything with you." "No help, might just as 

stay at home." "Length of time to get appointments" 
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